GEOLOGIC MAP AND STRUCTURE SECTIONS OF BEACON HEIGHTS AREA, VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA

APPENDIX TO BIOLOGICAL Section 5

- Title: GEOLOGIC MAP AND STRUCTURE SECTIONS OF BEACON HEIGHTS AREA, VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA

- Description: The image is a detailed geological map showing various geological features and structure sections. It includes annotations and symbols to represent different geological formations and structural features. The map is oriented with north at the top.

- Additional Information: The map provides a comprehensive overview of the geology of the Beacon Heights area, including faults, sedimentary rocks, and possibly volcanic structures. The map is part of a larger study on the geology of Victoria Land, Antarctica, and includes a legend explaining the symbols used in the map.

- Note: The map is likely intended for use by geologists, geographers, or researchers studying the geological features of the region. The detailed annotations and structure sections suggest a thorough analysis of the geological formations present in the area.